We show the existence of a certain infinite class of simple Lie algebras of characteristic three. These algebras, although of neither classical nor Cartan type, resemble algebras of Cartan type in their relationship to each other.
Introduction
The conjecture that every finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 7 is either of classical or of Cartan type has recently been verified in the case of restricted algebras [1] . However for some lower characteristics, including p = 3, examples are known of simple algebras of neither type (e.g. in [2] , [5] , [6] ) but with many structural properties generally associated with one or the other of these types. In this paper we construct a class of simple Lie algebras of characteristic three whose members' relationship to each other resembles that of members of a class of algebras of Cartan type in the respect that they can be described as being members of a chain of subalgebras of a certain graded infinite-dimensional algebra of derivations of a divided power algebra. With one exception, an algebra discovered by M. Frank [5] , these algebras are not restricted.
In the following section we construct an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra T(3) and note some of its properties. Then in the final section we define algebras T(3: n) as certain subalgebras of T(3) and show their simplicity as well as their nonisomorphism with algebras of type W of the same dimension.
The algebra T(3)
Let F be a field of characteristic three. Let 2l(w) denote the infinitedimensional commutative associative algebra over F consisting of all formal sums Yl anx'y with a ranging over all m-tuples of nonnegative integers and having multiplication determined by xnxß = ( a+J )xa+ß, where ( ya ) = (,'(!))■■■("('"))• Let 2Hw);(a(m)m) denote all formal sums £axa with ¿£i«(0 ^ /(= /)■ %m) has a topological grading Ey>0 aim)^. By [7] (ri there exists a unique sequence of continuous mappings y -> y from <ä(m)x into 2l(m) such that for x,.y e 5t(m), and r a natural number x = 1, The following lemma lists facts concerning Lie products involving elements of T(3) (including well-known statements about K(3)) which follow easily by direct computation. O-1^) (hence also S) is isomorphic to the algebra L(l) of Kostrikin [6] follows from comparing elements (after notational adjustment) or, alternatively, by observing that S is simple (by [5] ) and the adjoint action of the subalgebra (d_2 ,d0,d2) on <P~ (S) is that described in Theorem 2 of [4] , then using [3] and [4] to identify first the associated Freudenthal triple system and then the algebra. We note that in [6] Kostrikin mentioned that the gradation of L(\) could be prolonged to give other graded algebras.
The dimension of the algebra W(2 ■ 3s :x) is 2 • 3s+'r| , as is that of 7(3:5 + |r| -1 ). Our concluding result shows that these algebras are not isomorphic. Theorem 3.3. The algebra 7(3:«) is not isomorphic to any algebra W(m:r).
Proof. For n = 1 this was shown in [5] . Therefore we assume n > 1 .
For an algebra L, P(L) = {/ g 7|(ad /) is inner} is a subspace of L . We compare 7(7(3:«)) and P(W(m:r)). The author is grateful to the referee for several helpful suggestions.
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